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Subject

Pride in South Holland (including an update on untidy sites).

Purpose:

To seek approval to establish formal arrangements to continue the Pride in
South Holland programme for 2017/2018 and 2018/2019. To provide an update
on Untidy Sites and to advise Members of structural changes consequent
upon the recent Place review.

Recommendations for Council:
1)

That the contents of this report are noted.

2)

That annual funds of up to £100,000 are released from the Council’s reserves to enable
the continuation of the Pride in South Holland programme for 2017/2018 and 2018/2019.

3)

That the Pride in South Holland programme is reviewed during 2018/2019 to consider
whether to further extend the period of activity.

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The Councils key ambition remains to continue to increase the prosperity and the wellbeing
of our residents whilst striving to protect and enhance our District’s unique and historic
character. A core component of this ambition is our priority to have pride in South Holland
by supporting the District and residents to develop and thrive. Indeed, ensuring our District
is clean, safe and well-kept continues to be one of the Council’s highest priorities and it is
important that we do all we can to ensure this priority is met.

1.2

The Corporate Plan highlights campaigns previously launched by the Council to involve
local people in cleaning up their area, these including the ‘Litter Blitz’ and ‘Pride in South
Holland’ campaigns. Other initiatives have included the installation of additional bins in
public areas and the achievement of faster clean-up times by the street cleansing teams.

1.3

In tandem, the Council has also undertaken work relating to ‘Untidy Sites and Land’ on the
basis that the identified sites significantly and adversely impacted upon the character and
appearance of their immediate and wider environment or the general well-being of the
communities within which they were located.

1.4

Taken together this range of initiatives has achieved some notable successes. It needs,
however, to be acknowledged that there remains work to be done.

1.5

It is also well worth reflecting on past challenges in order to better position the Council to
deal with a range of on-going matters that, individually and collectively, affect the
environment of our District and the wellbeing of our citizens. It is equally worth taking stock
of emerging challenges and reflecting on recent structural changes within the Place
Directorate that seek to address these matters moving forward.

2.0

THE ‘PRIDE IN SOUTH HOLLAND’ INITIATIVE

2.1

In September 2014 Council approved the release of £100,000 from the Council’s reserves
to invest in a clean-up programme targeting specific areas across the district called ‘Pride in
South Holland’. This programme comprised work over and above the day-to-day street
cleansing, education and enforcement duties carried out by the Environmental Services
team.

2.2

The initial programme of works established a series of ‘priority areas’ requiring attention,
such as grot spots and untidy sites. The ‘priority areas’ were themselves identified by
Members in conjunction with officers. A programme of works was produced, this
accompanied by a communications plan. The original ‘priority areas’ are listed at Appendix
A below.

2.3

Operational work began in the week commencing 27th October 2014. In the early weeks
this was focussed on a clean-up of areas of Sutton Bridge and Holbeach in tandem with
ensuring there was an increased presence in Spalding town centre on the Tuesday market
day. An additional road sweeper was also hired in for the duration to target areas and
ensure the consistent delivery of six monthly and annual cleansing cycles.

2.4

By 31st March 2015 works had been carried out in Sutton Bridge, Sutton St James, Long
Sutton, Gedney, Fleet Hargate, Holbeach, Holbeach St Johns, Holbeach Drove, Moulton,
Weston, Weston Hills, Spalding, Pinchbeck, West Pinchbeck, Crowland, Surfleet,
Gosberton, Quadring, Donington and Deeping St Nicholas. Works had also been
undertaken to the lay-bys on those parts of the A16 and A17 that fall within South Holland.
In addition, works were also undertaken within public open spaces and play areas Districtwide.

2.5

In March 2015 approval was given to continue the ‘Pride in South Holland’ programme for
2015/16. The work plan was, as previously, co-ordinated, actioned and monitored by the
Street Cleansing Supervisor assisted by 2 operatives. A third operative worked principally
in Spalding town centre and its surrounds.

2.6

The programme was additionally expanded to include a series of works on high profile
sites. By way of example, the removal of graffiti and overgrown weeds from the former ‘Bull
and Monkie’ public house site was actioned. Dangerous play equipment was also removed
from an abandoned (privately owned) play area in Crocus Walk, Spalding.

2.7

The successful completion of the 2015-16 programme led to Members endorsing funding
for a continuation of the works programme associated with the ‘Pride in South Holland’
initiative in 2016-17. The range of works undertaken by the team has been well received
by residents and businesses and has received positive coverage in the Press. A list of the
primary works undertaken in 2016-17 is included below at Appendix B. This list, whilst
comprehensive is not exhaustive.

2.8

In addition to the street and environmental cleaning activities undertaken by the team, the
budget associated with the ‘Pride in South Holland’ initiative has also facilitated an increase

in the range of enforcement activities undertaken by the Environmental Services teams.
The hours of work undertaken by the Environmental Investigations Officer have been
increased and overt cameras have been purchased. This has enabled the service to
actively pursue a greater number of cases involving fly-tipping and duty of care and has, as
a direct consequence, resulted in an increasing number of successful prosecutions. The
Press coverage surrounding successful prosecutions has been positive and well received
by the public.
2.9

In addition to the above, the team has widened its work to include liaison with local
businesses in order to encourage a sense of pride in their surroundings. Regular sweeping
and the provision of litter-bins has been actively promoted.

2.10

Whilst the majority of the Pride in South Holland programme (£79,231) has fixed costs
associated with staff, vehicles and equipment, part of the programme supports the ‘Untidy
Sites’ initiative where clearance costs can be varied. As a consequence of this, budget
efficiency’s from 2016/17 have enabled the Pride in South Holland programme to continue
into 2017.

3.0

SYNERGIES WITH THE NATIONAL ‘LITTER STRATEGY FOR ENGLAND’

3.1

In April 2017 the Government introduced the ‘Litter Strategy for England’ for 2017 to 2020.
The strategy puts forward three defined areas of how the government will work with
businesses and communities to reduce litter. The majority of these actions run in parallel to
the work undertaken through the The Pride in South Holland programme. The 3 defined
areas of the strategy are:
a) Sending a clear message








work with others to run a national anti-litter campaign
help people to clear up litter in their local areas
encourage young people to care about their local area
make sure that schools have what they need to teach about litter
encourage businesses to work with others to deal with local litter problems
ask businesses to think about designing their products and packaging in ways
which will reduce litter
look for new ways to encourage more recycling and reducing litter

b) Cleaning up the country







work to reduce litter on the country’s major roads
make it as easy as possible for people to get rid of their rubbish properly
work with organisations to make sure they have the right facilities to get rid of litter
help councils in deciding where bins should be placed, what types to use and how
many are needed
make sure the code of practice for litter and refuse is clear and up to date
support and encourage people sharing their experience of what works to reduce
littering.

c) Improving enforcement




ask people if we should increase the fines for dropping litter (and for similar crimes
like graffiti and putting up posters illegally)
give local councils powers to fine vehicle owners if litter is thrown from it
provide guidance to local authorities on using these powers appropriately

3.2

As part of the strategy the government is also to create a new way of monitoring how much
litter there is in England as a method of assessing whether the strategy is working. Once
this is available, the Pride in South Holland programme may utilise this method to provide
further confirmation of its success.

4.0

UNTIDY SITES AND LAND

4.1

In October 2014, and in tandem with the above initiative, the Council embarked on a
programme of works aimed at tackling sites that were significantly and adversely impacting
upon the character and appearance of their immediate and wider environment or the
general well-being of the communities within which they were located. The onus, from the
outset, was to seek to promote a co-ordinated approach to positive intervention on those
sites which were having a major detrimental affect upon the character, appearance and
well-being of the communities within which they were located.

4.2

The initial list of untidy and derelict sites and land was selected by Members and comprised
of eight sites. These were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

4.3

The former Bull & Monkie PH, Spalding
The New Bridge Inn, Glenside South, West Pinchbeck
The Red Cow, Donington
The Bell PH, Church Street, Pinchbeck
17 & 17A High Street, Holbeach
The former John Neal farm site, Bridge Road, Long Sutton
The former Butchers Shop, Bull Lane, Long Sutton
The former Royal Mail Sorting Office, Spalding

The list of selected sites was not considered exhaustive and Members were later invited,
either through their own local knowledge or as a consequence of engagement with their
Wards, to put forward other sites for consideration and future actions. As a consequence,
two further prominent sites were added to the list in January 2015. These were:
9.
10.

Chatterton Water Tower, Spalding
The former Bridge Hotel, Sutton Bridge

4.4

Initially, officers undertook site investigations, sought to contact owners, undertook land
registry searches and assessed the range of powers the Council had at its disposal to seek
to regularise the impacts each of these 10 sites were having on their immediate or wider
locale. It was accepted from the outset that, as a Council, South Holland had limited direct
control over privately owned land. It was, nevertheless, important that the Council took
seriously its role as custodian of standards and used all the powers it has its disposal to
seek to address the adverse impacts each site was having on the community.

4.5

The sites themselves presented a wide range of issues of concern. Each site is different
from the other but the concerns generally centred on adverse impact on the built

environment or adverse consequence resulting in a degree of anti-social behaviour – or
both.
4.6

In the context of the above it was readily understood, and widely accepted, that as a matter
of good operational practice a wide variety of other generally smaller sites are routinely
monitored through, for example, the planning process or are dealt with regularly by, in
combination, environmental health, environmental services and/or building control. The
parameters for the inclusion of sites within the Unsightly Sites and Land initiative was
therefore based on an agreed understanding that individual sites were in such a state of
unsightliness or dereliction, generally through long-term neglect, that they adversely impact
on their surroundings by reasons of either their overall appearance or unmaintained status
and are likely to become, or have become, unsafe or are attracting anti-social behaviour.

4.7

To seek to address the wide-ranging concerns highlighted above delegated authority was
granted to the Executive Director of Place to take any of the following actions, where
appropriate:
a. Action under sections 79 and 80 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990
b. Action under sections 76, 77 or 79 of the Building Act 1984
c. Action under section 29 Local Government Miscellaneous Provisions Act 1982
d. Action under sections 215 or 225-225K of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
e. Any powers in default that may exist and are associated with any of the above,
including default works, imposing legal charges and realising legal charges relating
to any costs
f.

Incurred in such default action.

g. Acquisition of land by agreement in accordance with existing delegations.
h. Commencement of a process of acquisition by use of powers of compulsory
purchase,
i.

subject always to compliance with all legal requirements and all further approval that
may

j.

Be required.

k. Use of Empty Dwelling Management Orders under Part 4 Housing Act 2004

4.8

A wide range of work has been undertaken in relation to each of the 10 sites identified
above. Much of this work has been pro-active and based on positive negotiation with a
willing (or subsequent) owner. Some has been reactive and taken as a consequence of an
unwillingness on the part of the owner to positively engage with the Council. The outcomes
have been varied and a number of sites continue to present problems. Others have been
resolved or are in the process of being resolved. Further, additional sites have come to the
attention of Members and officers that continue to present problems.

4.9

Considerable progress has been made on a number of the sites and there have been some
notable successes. Summary positions are presented below. For the reasons outlined,
below the following eight (8) sites can be removed from the original list of ten (10):
Site 2: The New Bridge Inn, Glenside South, West Pinchbeck has been demolished in
its entirety and the rubble cleared from site. The problems associated with vandalism,

neglect, unauthorised access and anti-social behaviour have been resolved. The building,
once a significant detractor, is now long gone and the site fenced. The owner has
positively engaged with the Council and has periodically cleared the site of weeds.
Site 3: The Red Cow, Donington changed hands in October 2015. Planning permission
and listed building consent was granted for extensive works in December 2016. The works
have not yet commenced and the site remains in a state of disrepair. There has been
significant progress made towards resolution and the site continues to be monitored by
operational planning and environmental health.
Site 4: The Bell PH, Church Street, Pinchbeck was secured and repeated instances of
unauthorised access, vandalism and anti-social behaviour have largely been addressed.
Planning permission for works of reinstatement was granted and the works commenced but
remain incomplete. The site continues to be monitored by operational planning and
environmental health.
Site 5: 17 & 17A High Street, Holbeach have been shored up and problems formerly
associated with structural failure have now been resolved. The buildings remain in a less
perilous condition as a consequence but still require improvement. This will necessitate
ongoing dialogue with operational planning.
Site 6: The former John Neal farm site, Bridge Road, Long Sutton was, primarily, an
overgrown parcel of land containing a number of unused buildings. It does not currently
present as problematic and continues to be monitored by operational planning.
Site 7: The former Butchers Shop, Bull Lane, Long Sutton is boarded up. There is
presently no justification for serving formal notices and the site continues to be monitored
by operational planning.
Site 9: Chatterton Water Tower, Spalding has very recently been repainted. Extremely
constructive dialogue with Anglian Water resulted in extensive repainting works being
carried out, the works themselves being brought forward by Anglian Water as part of their
renewals and maintenance programme. The freshly painted tower is expected to be
unveiled shortly.
Site 10: The former Bridge Hotel, Sutton Bridge has been partially demolished. Efforts
to list the building were unsuccessful as Historic Heritage did not consider the building to
meet with listing criteria. Permission was granted for demolition in June 2015 and the
department currently has an application pending for redevelopment. The current owner has
working with the department to keep the site secure and vegetation under control but
recently passed away. The site continues to be monitored by operational planning and
environmental health.
4.10

The remaining two sites remain of primary concern. Considerable efforts have been made
to progress matters on each. The summary position is presented below:
Site 1: The former Bull & Monkie PH, Spalding continues to present problems and
matters remain unresolved. Extensive efforts have been made to engage with the owners
to no avail. Works have been carried out periodically to secure the site and tidy the
attendant land. Problems of repeated entry and anti-social behaviour have largely been
controlled but remain a concern. Charges have been entered against the land relating to
the costs of works undertaken in default by the Council and these remain recoverable.
Legal advice has been taken with a view to enforcing the sale of the building. This remains
a matter before the courts.

Site 8: The former Royal Mail Sorting Office, Spalding continues to present problems.
All efforts to engage with the owners have been met with silence. The building is
monitored, is periodically subject to vandalism, and has on occasion been boarded up at
ground floor level to prevent unlawful entry and/or a hazard to the public.
4.11

In summary, of the extended list of ten (10) sites 80% have been, or are in the process of
being, resolved through successful or ongoing negotiation. Two (2) sites remain
problematic. Site 1, the former Bull & Monkie continues to be pursued through court
actions. Site 8, the former Royal Mail Sorting Office remains a significant environmental
detractor and is subject to intermittent vandalism. Officers will continue to monitor the site
but the unwillingness of the owner to engage with the Council presently means that future
actions are somewhat constrained. The site cannot be pursued through compulsory
purchase proceedings in the absence of an approved scheme of redevelopment and the
demonstration of monies to develop the scheme itself. Officers continue to monitor the
situation.

4.12

A number of other sites, some large and some smaller, have presented themselves over
time as worthy of concerted effort. In most instances these have been addressed and
largely resolved through normal operational procedures. One site, however, continues to
present problems and that is the former Bull Hotel in Long Sutton. The situation with this
site is particularly complicated, involves unimplemented and unimplementable permissions
by dint of multiple ownerships, and is further complicated by financial matters. Officers
continue to work with ward members and the local community to address these concerns
but it is accepted that the site remains problematic and vulnerable to unlawful entry, antisocial behaviour and further neglect. The position on this site somewhat mirrors the former
Red Cow in Donington and it hoped that a change of ownership could act as the stimulus to
future positive intervention.

5.0

PLACE REVIEW

5.1

Members will be aware that strutural changes to working arrangements withint he Place
Directorate are to be introduced as a consequence of the recent service review. This
review has focussed on Environmental Services, Housing and Community Services. As
part and parcel of the restructred services, and key to its implementations, some of the
enforcement functions carried out by the wider Council have been brought together. A
dedicated Anti-Social Behaviour team has been created within the Community Services
functions which for the first time brings together a range of compliance and enforcement
professional skills.

5.2

Later this year the Directorate will be bringing forward proposals for a realisgnment of the
operational planning (Development Management) service. This presents the opportunity to
look at creating greater synergy with a wider range of the Council’s enforcement processes
and it is anticipated that, operationally, planning enforcement and the Community Services
Anti-Social Behaviour team will develop closer working relationships that seek to bring a
variety of the Councils enforcement arms under one umbrella.

5.3

Members will be appraised of developments later in the year but it is worth noting the
above initiatives have highlighted that the successful integration of a range of the Council’s
enforcement powers is often key to a successful outcome.

6.0

CONCLUSIONS

6.1

The Pride in South Holland programme and Untidy Sites and Land initiative are
instrumental in achieving the Council’s Priorities to enable the district to develop and thrive.
Whilst providing a programme of cleansing activity, the flexibility of the Pride in South
Holland programme and associated budget supports Untidy Sites that need priority
attention and emerging issues.

7.0

OPTIONS
Option 1
To provide up to £100,000 funding in both 2017/2018 and 2018/2019 to enable the success
of the Pride in South Holland project to continue. The funding will provide for additional
legislative prevention work, a hit squad of three operatives, an appropriate vehicle and
equipment and ability to proactively take appropriate action in respect to ‘untidy sites’.
Option 3
To cease funding the Pride in South Holland programme.

8.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

8.1

The Pride in South Holland programme will continue to provide a proactive focus in order to
improve the cleanliness and visual quality of the public spaces within South Holland. This
meets the corporate priority ‘To have pride in South Holland by supporting the district and
residents to develop and thrive’ whilst supporting the national ‘Litter Strategy’.

9.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

9.1

The Pride in South Holland programme was originally introduced to offer an additional,
more flexible service that enhanced the appearance of public spaces in South Holland in a
proactive manner. Continuation of the programme will realise the following benefits:






Increased customer satisfaction of the quality of public spaces.
Greater use of public open spaces,
Decrease in the number of complaints regarding grot spots and areas that do not
meet expectation.
Continued positive publicity of the programme.
Increasing the number of ways members of the public can have ‘Pride in South
Holland’.

10.0

IMPLICATIONS

10.1

Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues

10.2

The Pride in South Holland programme is mindful to utilise its carbon footprint in the most
efficient manner. Tasks within the programme will target areas so as to reduce the number
of journeys associated with that work. All actions within the programme will have a positive
effect on the environment.

10.3

Constitutional & Legal

10.4

The recommendations outlined in this report will be determined at Cabinet and Council in
line with the Councils constitution.

10.5

Corporate Priorities

10.6

The recommendations of this report contribute to the following corporate priorities;
‘To have pride in South Holland by supporting the district and residents to develop
and thrive’


To improve the quality of public open spaces in making them cleaner, greener and
safer

‘To provide the right services, at the right time and in the right way’


Ensuring that Council services are accessible, customer friendly and responsive
to residents and business needs.

10.7

Financial

10.8

The Pride in South Holland programme will follow a fixed revenue spend (staffing, fuel and
equipment). This is detailed in the below table. A further proportion of the budget can be
utilised to proactively action issues within the ‘untidy sites’ envelope.
A summary of fixed revenue spend is detailed below:
2016/17 Outturn

Staff
Fuel

£73,238
£146

Tyres
Maintenance
Supplies &
Services
Total

£260
£660
£4,927
£79,231

A budget of £20,000 to be made available for the Untidy Sites and Land initiative.

10.9

Health & Wellbeing

10.10 Improving the quality of public open spaces will encourage residents to utilise these to the
benefit of their health and wellbeing.
10.11 Reputation
10.12 Improving the quality of the street scene and open spaces in South Holland will improve
reputation and demonstrate that the Council strives for South Holland to be a place to live,
work and socialise.
10.13 Risk Management
10.14 There are not considered to be any adverse implications on risk management from the
recommendations set out in this report.
10.15 Staffing
10.16 The existing staff within Environmental Services will provide support to the project with the
operatives themselves sourced through a local agency.
11.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

11.1

All wards and communities will benefit from this programme.

Lead Contact Officers
Name and Post:

Telephone Number
Email:

Paul Jackson, Place Manager and Emily Spicer, Environmental
Services Manager

paul.jackson@breckland-sholland.gov.uk, emily.spicer@brecklandsholland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

N

Exempt Decision:

N

This report refers to a Discretionary Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A
Original Priority Areas
Appendix B
Primary Works Undertaken

Appendix A Original Priority Areas
Spalding


Town centre and alleyways



Abbey Path



Abbey Passage



Butter Market



Bus station and Sainsbury’s walkway



Stepping Stone bridge



Footpath behind Spalding hospital



South Holland Centre area



Toilets



Gore Lane car park



Winsover Road



Bourne Road



Holbeach Road



Holbeach Road Fulney Skate Park

Holbeach


Underpass



Town centre



Toilets



Albert Street



Church Walk



Cross Street



Barrington Gate



Battlefield Lane South

Fleet Hargate


Fleet Road



Old Main Road



Bus stop



Footpath from Cherry Lane to Little Marsh Lane/Fleet Road

Gedney


Area in front of old Black Bull pub



Footpath to bus stop along A17



Bus shelter

Long Sutton


McDonalds to bridge



Seagate Road car park area



Footpath from Lancaster Drive to town centre



Market Street



London Road



Toilets



Town Centre



Car Park on West Street

Appendix B – Work Undertaken
Sutton Bridge








Frankies Café to Swing Bridge – de litter including back edges and around furniture
Lay bys – de litter and fly tip clearance
Allenby Chase – de litter area
Curlew Centre (near) – replaced liners to two litter bins
Custom House Street de litter
Lime Street – de litter
Toilets – additional cleaning

Community Payback engaged



Custom House Street, Lime Street and Bridge Hotel area – de litter
De litter Queen Street, King Street, Princes Street area including garage and park.

Sutton St James



Village hall recycling bank area, shop area and Bell Lane (school) – de litter
Mechanical sweep of village

Long Sutton








McDonalds roundabout to Pop Bottle Bridge – de litter
Spar Shop area – cleared back edges/steps
Seagate Road Car Park – de litter
Lancaster Drive to Town Centre Footpath – de litter, weeded, sweep and back edges
cleared
Market Street and London Road footpaths – swept
Toilets – additional cleaning
Seagate Terrace - weeded

Community Payback


De litter and sweep Town Centre and West Street (including car park)

Gedney



Grassed area to front of the Old Black Bull pub – de litter
A17 footpath to bus stop – cleared footpath and area around bus stop

Fleet Hargate







Fleet Road and Old Main Road – de litter and back edges cleared
Bus shelter – swept out
Cherry Lane to Little Marsh Lane to Fleet Road footpath - cleared
East Gate to Burgess Drive footpath – cleared
Footpath by Church – cleared (identified by Cllr. Coupland)
Footpath near School – cleared (identified by Cllr. Coupland)

Holbeach












Underpass – de litter, walls jet washed to remove graffiti and bushes trimmed back
Penny Hill Road (both sides) cycle path – litter and leaves cleared
Park Road Car Park – de litter and tidy
Spalding Road – de litter
Back Lane (including walkway to West End) – swept
Marshlands Drive area – de litter
Battlefield Lane South – de litter
Kennedy Road turning area – deep cleanse, moss removal
Barrington Gate to Farrow Avenue passage – also hoed/strimmed
A17 to Holbeach Hospital footpath – cleared
Toilets – deep cleanse and graffiti removal



Community Payback engaged to clear back edges of;
o Albert Street
o Church Walk
o Cross Street,
o Barrington Gate

Holbeach St Johns


Mechanical sweep of village

Holbeach Drove



Bottle Bank area – de litter
Mechanical sweep of village

Moulton


De litter and clear back edges to;
o Bell Lane
o High Street
o Station Road
o In front of Doctors/West Cob Gate

Weston


De litter and clear back edges to;
o High Road
o Church area
o Shop area
o Lay by opposite Lingarden
o Small Drove
o Delgate Avenue
o Broad Gate / High Road junction

Weston Hills


Mechanical sweep of village

Spalding


De litter and cleaning of;
o Abbey Path
o Abbey Passage
o Butter Market
o Steppingstone Walk
o Stepping Stones Bridge
o Gore Lane Car Park
o Footpath to rear and beyond new Johnson Hospital
o Enterprise Way
o Green Lane footbridge area
o Park Close
o Park Road
o Penny gate
o Bus Station
o St Thomas Road
o Haverfield Road
o Spring Gardens
o Winsover Road
o Bourne Road
o Ayscoughfee Garden frontage
o Cowbit Road
o London Road
o Double Street (including alleys to River Walk)
o Albion Street
o Holbeach Road
o Commercial Road
o High Street
o Sandringham Walk garage area
o Bratleys Walk
o Green Lane/St Johns Road footbridge area
o Castle Sports BMX hedge and ditch area
o Swimming pool area
o Low Road waste land (adjacent The Birds pub)
o Victoria Street car park
o Holland Road car park
o Vine Street car park
o Willow Walk passage to Albert Street – ivy removed
o Ash Court passageway to St Pauls Road – also weeded
o Wlllesby Road – also foliage cut back
o South Drove gravel heap
o Enterprise Way to Pinchbeck Road passage
o Royce Road estate
o Queens Road
o Roman Bank, Lansdown Court
o Bratley Walk
o Wygate Park and play area
o Welland Close
o Grovesnor Court
o West Elloe Avenue



Toilets
o extra cleans on Market Days
o graffiti removed from doors and walls



Town Centre litter bins
o additional emptying on Market Day



Community Payback engaged to de litter

o
o
o
o
o
o
Pinchbeck




Gore Lane car park
Winsover Road
Bourne Road
Holbeach Road
Green Lane/Cross Street/Henriette Street/Havelock Street area

Knight Street to School footpath – de litter and sweep
Village litter bins – cleaned
Poachers Gate walkway – de litter, cleanse and bushes cut back (identified by Cllr. Sneath)

West Pinchbeck


Mechanical sweep of village

Crowland


Four days mechanical sweeping throughout the town

Surfleet



Mechanical sweep of village
Checked litter bins

Gosberton




Main Road – de litter
Checked litter bins
Mechanical sweep of village

Quadring




Main Road – de litter
Checked litter bins
Mechanical sweep of village

Donington


Five days mechanical sweeping throughout village

Deeping St Nicholas


Mechanical sweeping of;
o Main Road
o Haywain

o
o
o

Chappell Road
Hay Barn Road
Harrow Road

A16


Low Road – de litter and sweep

A17 Lay-bys


De litter and cleanse all lay-bys

Mechanical Sweeper Weights


(December 2014 – April 2015) 366 tonnes

Play Areas
The following play areas were re-painted
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Chalk Lane, Sutton Bridge
Railway Lane, Sutton Bridge
Kingfisher Drive, Surfleet
Casswell Drive, Quadring
Goodfellows, Spalding Common
Thames Road, Spalding
Fern Park, Spalding
Park Close, Spalding
Pennyfields, Pinchbeck

Before and after Photographs
Hallgate Holbeach

Withington Street / Granville Terrace Sutton Bridge

